Moodle is where the heart is:
a central learning platform for all students, faculty and staff
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- 1,600 live students
- 85 staff
- 590 faculty (tutors, assessors, supervisors and other roles)
- 1,150 courses

» Knowledge base accessible from within the VLE
» Library integrated into the VLE for a seamless student experience

» All student assessments are submitted on a single course
» Grades and feedback across all modules are available in one location
» Marking guides are developed using templates for consistency

» Drupal integration provides programme-level information above Moodle courses
» Static content

» VLE contains full programme cycle – not semester or stage based
» Students have continuous access to all content for the duration of their two-year programme
» Entire log and activity history of each student is available to faculty and staff
» Easy to identify trends and patterns in the log data

» Customised Power BI reports draw on nightly backup data
» Reports include students who never log in, student activity, student attendance and projected pre-release assignment results

» VLE is centrally controlled to ensure consistency and quality across all courses
» Courses are developed using templates
» The learning content on courses is divided into sections: Prepare, Explore, Review, Extend
» Multimedia content is stored external to Moodle

» Blackboard Collaborate™ used for virtual classrooms
» Attendance captured
» Recordings made available indefinitely

» Submission deadline colour-coded countdown block
» Colour-coded calendar to differentiate event type
» Forced minimum time period to elapse between restricted course sections becoming available to students
» Noticeboard that targets specific cohorts of students, faculty and staff
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> Moodle 3.5
> Drupal 7.65
> High-availability Linux cluster
> Hourly backups
> Moodle partner – Enovation